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About Remote Area Medical
Our History
Remote Area Medical – RAM® is a nonprofit operator of mobile clinics that provide free
dental, vision, and medical care. Former Wild Kingdom star, Stan Brock (1936-2018),
founded RAM in 1985. He developed his idea for RAM when he suffered an injury while living
in Guyana and found he was a 26-day hike from the nearest doctor. Brock vowed to find a
way to deliver medical aid to those in remote regions so people would not be as far away
from medical care as he found himself. RAM is the realization of Brock’s promise.

Our Mission
RAM’s mission is to prevent pain and alleviate suffering by providing free quality healthcare
to those in need. RAM primarily accomplishes this through mobile clinics that provide free
dental, vision, and medical services to anyone on a first-come, first-served basis.
Through mobile clinics that provide free dental, vision, and medical care, as well as
veterinary care and disaster relief efforts, the organization has served more than 785,000
individuals since its founding, delivering $135 million worth of free services.
RAM’S COST PER
INDIVIDUAL SERVED

VALUE OF CARE
PER INDIVIDUAL

Patient Perspective & Volunteer Viewpoint
George traveled almost eight hours on foot
to reach RAM’s Harrisonburg clinic at the
Rockingham County Fairgrounds. George, a
resident of Timberville, VA, endured 22 miles
in the cold and rain to arrive at midnight in
hopes of receiving dental care. His teeth
had been causing him so much pain that he
resorted to drastic measures.

“I’m tired of hurting. I’ve even pulled my
own (teeth),” he said. “I just put cotton
balls around the pliers and just pulled it
out. They’ve been hurting a lot lately.”
Thanks to RAM volunteers, George’s journey ended with his pain relieved. He had seven teeth
pulled and received $1,289 in care.

RAM worked with nearly 18,000
volunteers in 2018.
This included general support volunteers,
licensed dental, vision, and medical health
professionals, and students training to enter
those fields.
Devyn is an Atlanta native who attends Western
Carolina University. She volunteered in the
triage area during RAM’s 1000th Expedition. Her
institution routinely volunteers with RAM because
of the value it adds to their training.

“It was an awesome opportunity,” Devyn said. “We’re in the community health
portion of our clinical rotations so this is just a great way to get into the
community and get this experience.”

Our Reach

Social Media

					

Facebook			

Impressions –3.6 million
Followers – 58,291

					

Twitter			

Impressions – 631.3k
Followers – 4,366

					

LinkedIn			

Impressions – 147.6K
Followers – 1,123

					

Instagram			

Likes - 3,220
Followers 2,174

									

			

						

									

									

Media Mentions
In 2018, RAM appeared in $6.2 million worth of media coverage. Here are a
few examples:
Forbes Magazine (May 13, 2018) - Dan Munro - “In fact, there are a lot of free
healthcare clinics scattered across America, but none have approached the
scale or national footprint of Remote Area Medical (RAM).”
The Washington Post (August 31, 2018) - Harrison Smith - “At one typical
clinic last year, at a fairground in Wise, Va., 1,400 volunteers treated 2,300
patients, some of whom camped out for three days to make sure they
received treatment.”
The Independent (November 8, 2018) - Lucy Anna Gray - “We’re sicker
here than in Central America,” said Dr. Joe Smiddy, who has volunteered
on charity health trips there. “In Central America, they’re eating beans and
rice and walking everywhere. They’re not drinking Mountain Dew and eating
candy. They’re not having an epidemic of obesity and diabetes and lung
cancer.”

Platinum Partnership Package
RAM only operates mobile clinics in communities that have requested our
services. Similarly, we strive to forge allegiances with companies that both
see the value of our constituents and understand our mission.

PLATINUM: $100,000+
		
•

Top line event branding

•

Mention in RAM media appearances (as
time/ space allows)

•

Opportunity to distribute company 			
information to volunteers at mobile
clinics

•

Recognition in three RAM press releases of
your choice

•

Feature in RAMUSA, RAM’s biannual magazine

•

Listed as a sponsor for a recurring RAM video series 					
(Volunteer Viewpoints/Patient Perspectives)

•

Company logo on the Knoxville clinic t-shirt

•

Banner recognition at RAM mobile clinics

•

Company logo on the RAM website

•

Recognition on RAM’s social media platforms

•

Company logo in RAMUSA, RAM’s biannual magazine

•

Company logo on the RAM Rundown, RAM’s monthly e-newsletter

•

VIP tour of RAM mobile clinics and/or RAM HQ

Choice
(out of 2)

Choice
(out of 2)
Choice
(out of 2)

BRONZE: $5,000+

SILVER: $10,000+

GOLD: $25,000+

DIAMOND: $50,000+

PLATINUM: $100,000+

A corporate partnership with Remote Area Medical is an excellent way to increase
your organization’s goodwill. All five benefit tiers are great values and custom
a la carte packages are also available. Contact development@ramusa.org or
visit www.ramusa.org/corporate-partnership for more information.

Corporate Volunteer Opportunities
Your organization can also support RAM by volunteering as a group.
Contact the RAM Development Department at development@ramusa.org or
call 865-579-1530 for more details.

2200 Stock Creek Blvd. • Rockford, Tennessee 37853
RAMUSA.ORG • info@ramusa.org • 865-579-1530

RAM is grateful for your interest in becoming a corporate
partner and is happy to work with your company to provide
a partnership package that will best suit you. For more
information about the RAM Corporate Partnership Program,
please contact the RAM Development Department at
development@ramusa.org or at 865-579-1530.

